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Abstract: - The increasing demand of load without considerable increase in transmission resources has
posed numerous constraints and challenges in the power system monitoring and performance. The
inadequacy in transmission resources has resulted in reduced operational margins for many power systems
worldwide and has led to operation of power systems closer to their stability limits and to power exchange
in new patterns. The issues of deregulation trend in the industry and the requirement of better network
monitoring, leads to the development of the solutions for wide area monitoring, protection and control,
than the currently used methods which are mostly good for local area monitoring, protection and control.
The author set the time-synchronization constraints in monitoring, protection and control of remote node
for wide areas to obtain data and take decisions in timely manner, preventing catastrophic consequences.
The all got its importance and because of the presence of currently used insufficient methods for
monitoring, protection and controlling, which cannot deliver the time-synchronization requirement. The
paper gives the PMU model and complete wide area monitoring and controlling system in
MATLAB/Simulink and the results are verified through simulations.
Key-Words: - Wide area monitoring protection and control (WAMPAC), Phasor measurement unit (PMU), Wide
area monitoring (WAM), Global positioning system (GPS).
[2]. It is a technique which transports the local
1 Introduction
information of selected areas to the remote location
to work against the promulgation of vast
The electrical power system is the heart of the
disturbances. Presently, the main technology used in
industry and society that needs to be run
it is PMUs and is the most precise and advanced
continuously and monitor the availability of the
technology, it gives information about the current
power, although man made complex system,
and voltage phasor, frequency and rate of change of
continuously increasing always needs the
frequency,
these all information is synchronized
improvement every time it is updated, altered or
with
a
high
accuracy to a common reference time
made better to stop the failures and reliable supply
provided
by
Global
positioning Sstem (GPS) [3],[4].
of electrical energy, without interruption. There
GPS
operation
is based on mathematical
should be no blackout and outage. The blackouts
measurement
algorithms.
Time synchronization is
and especially infrequent outages is a combination
not
a
new
concept
or
a
new
application in power
of series of interrelated events [1]. These series of
systems
[12].
With
the
development
of technology
events are hard to account even with modern
advancements,
the
time
delay
in
synchronized
powerful systems of monitoring, protection and
information
has
been
steadily
reduced
from
minutes,
controlling and can no longer be contained to the
to
seconds,
milliseconds,
and
now
microseconds.
small portion of the system. Sometimes these small
The advent of this technology has been made
events or disturbances can be amplified to a system
possible by advancements in computer, networks
wide effect. Therefore for this purpose many
and processing technologies and availability of
techniques have been developed to survive the
accurate GPS signals. These all technological
power system during disturbances and to continue
growth is opening the gateways of rapidly
its operation.
approaching era where all metering devices will be
time synchronized with high precision and accurate
One recent developed technique which is used is
time tags as part of any measurement [15].
WAMPAC with time synchronized measurement
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To achieve the potential benefits, advancements in
time synchronization, must be matched by
advancements in the areas of networks and data
communication, where communication channels
have become faster and more reliable in
transmission and receiving PMU data from remote
nodes to a central facility. This leads to importance
of improvements in instrument transformers (such
as optical transducers) are important for the quality
of the signals supplied to the PMU. This also
requires the development of applications, intelligent
database, decision support system and expert
systems that operate on data provided by PMUs.
Although academia, vendors, utilities, and
consultants have developed a large number of
methods and algorithms and performed system
analysis and studies to apply the technology, like
any other advanced tool, PMUs requires the
expertise to develop algorithms. For example, one
of the proposed applications of PMUs is their use on
control for monitoring, alarm, and control
operations [7].

Figure 1.1: Block diagram of WAMPAC

The technology exists today to bring the PMU
information into the control centers located at
remote area and present it to the operators in a
graphical format. In this paper the author discussed
the advanced technology (PMUs) with the help of
MATLAB simulation. The PMU model is designed
in MATLAB/Simulink and then installed this model
in the start and end of transmission line in sample
simulation of a small power system in Simulink.
This all is done for testing of its valuation. Such
application is made for the protection, monitoring
and control of wide power system.
The Figure 1.1 shows the block diagram of
suggested model, constituting a transmission line,
PMUs on both ends of transmission line, which are
used to get data from CT and PT and then calculates
the real time Phasor of current, voltage, frequency
and rate of change of frequency. These Phasor are
synchronized with the time provided by GPS, all
this data is transferred to the local PDCs, which in
turn sends data to super PDC and then super PDC
gives that data to data server.

Figure 2.1: PMU Simulink Block

2 Wide Area Modelling
Figure 2.1 shows our main simulation model where
small sample power system; sub-system of
generation and with two load areas consisting of
domestic, commercial and industrial loads. These
areas are fed by 500kv transmission line. In this
power system PMUs are installed at both ends of
transmission line and also in generation sub-system
[13].
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power outages, power quality problems and supply
disruptions.
A Phasor network consisting of PMUs spread
throughout the power system, PDC collect the
information from PMUs and GPS time stamping can
provide a theoretical accuracy of synchronization
better than 1 microsecond. “Clocks need to be
accurate to ± 500 nanoseconds to provide the one
microsecond time standard needed by each device
performing Synchro-Phasor measurement.” For
50Hz systems, PMUs must deliver between 10 to 30
synchronous reports per second depending on the
application. The PDC correlates the data, controls
and monitors the PMUs (from a dozen up to 60) [4].

Figure2.2: Domestic Load modelling

In Figure 3.1 depicts the current magnitude of phase
c, current injection of line-1, current injection of
line-2 and current injection of generator. Generator
current is higher than line-1 and line-2 because at
generator terminal of 11kv, but at transmission line
it is 500kv. This all information of current
magnitude is measured by PMU. Similarly the
current magnitude is measured for all phases. These
all values of currents are real and time synchronized
taken at the simultaneous time.
Figure 3.2 shows the voltage magnitude of phase c,
voltage of line-1, voltage of line-2 and voltage of
generator. Generator voltage is less than line-1 and
line-2 because for transmission step-up of voltage is
necessary. This all information of voltage is
calculated by PMU. Similarly the voltage magnitude
is measured for all phases. These all values of
voltages are real and time synchronized taken at the
simultaneous time.

Figure2.3:Commercial load modelling

Figure2.4: Industrial load modelling

3 Wide Area Monitoring
PMUs create a picture showing the stability status of
the nodes in the monitored area. PMUs take this
picture at the same reference time. Using real-time
information from PMUs and automated controls to
predict, identify, and respond to system problems; a
smart grid can automatically avoid or diminish
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way, the AC quantities can be calculated, converted
to Phasor (complex numbers by their magnitude and
phase angle), and time imprinted.
By using PMU measure voltage, current and phase
angle from both ends of a transmission line and then
send it to remote location by means of
communication and compare these values with their
respective GPS time , to control the power flow. In
the control room there are some pre-defined
algorithms ,those values(send by the PMU) are then
compared with those algorithms, if there is a
difference in the values of voltage current and phase
angle then the power that will flow is changed ,so to
overcome that a signal is generated send it to the
local area control room.

Figure 3.2: Voltage magnitude measurement

4 Wide Area Control

The Wide Area structural design consists of various
area loads i.e. Residential, Commercial, Farm,
Agriculture, and Industrial. The residential and
commercial load consists of resistive and inductive
loads, the farm load, Agriculture load and Industrial
load consisting of resistive, inductive and threephase motor loads. The loads are controlled by
WAC and additional customers of each load are
controlled by a LAC .Control area Manager of each
client receives signals from fault sensing system
which send control signals to WAC through TCP/IP
sender/receiver and manage each area all the way
through bidirectional communication [7].

Normal control measures are linked with permanent
control activities, that can be either discrete, e.g.,
tap-changer and shunt devices, or continuous, such
as frequency control. Normal control is defensive,
i.e., measures are taken to adjust the power system
operational conditions to the present and near future
probable situation. Normal control is usually
repeated, e.g., tap-changer, reactive shunt devices,
frequency control and AGC. The difference between
normal and emergency control is the penalty for the
power system if the control achievement is not
performed. If a normal, protective, control deed is
not performed, there is an increased risk for the
failure of power system stability that stability will
be lost if a severe disturbance occurs. If an
emergency, corrective, control action is not
performed, the system will go unsound. The
response requirement (time and reliability) are
normally higher for emergency control measures
then for normal control actions. Emergency control
functions are almost always habitual, while normal
control measures can be either automatic or manual,
e.g., in combination with alarms. The actions taken
in the power system are however fairly similar for
both normal control and emergency control.
Protection, system protection, an emergency control
contain remedial measures, i.e., actions are really
needed to save the component or the system.
Protection could very well be regarded as binary
(on/off) emergency control, but by custom,
protection is quite precise [5]. Angle control is more
exact if based on PMUs. Without PMUs power flow
is an indirect method of measuring and controlling
the angle. The measures are similar as for power
flow control. PMU is a device for synchronized
measurement of ac voltages and currents, with a
common time (angle) reference [15]. The most
common time reference is the GPS signal, which
has a precision better than 1 microsecond. In this
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The wide area controller is the centralized portion
which is the major body of the whole wide area
smart grid architecture which got its smart control
due to its computational engine and information
user defined cases. Due to these situations the WAC
perfectly control its region by means of TCP/IP
through bidirectional communication.

Underneath frequency load shedding format is
the most universally used control system to
balance the production and load (power
demand) and it is the last control step for
preventing electric power system from
blackouts. It deals with shedding the suitable
amount of load for removing the overload
situation. This may be performed in numerous
steps with each step have its own set frequency
and percent of load to be shed. One purpose of
PMU in power system has been developed
which is the execution of an adaptive load
shedding scheme. Because, in this type of load
shedding the quantity of load to be shed is
determine adaptively according to the amount
of the interruption.
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protection system operates and breaker gets tripped
and current output will be zero.

5 Wide Area Protection
There exist always some disturbances in a power
system but the time scale in which the dynamics of
the disturbances affects the power network may be
from several minutes to milliseconds. Time also
depends upon the nature of the disturbances. So in
all such cases there is a need of protection which
consists of the following factors:
• Classification of the disturbance
• Location of the disturbance
• Identification and prediction of disturbance
In order to protect the power network, the full
knowledge about states of the power network is
required. The knowledge of the complete state of
the power system, represented by several network
parameters, requires real-time state measurements as
an input. In an environment where the protected
area is large, it would be very hard to design a
protective or emergency control scheme based on
fixed parameter settings [5]. Adaptive approach is
preferred in such circumstances, possessing ability
to adjust to changing conditions. Relays that
participate in wide-area disturbance protection and
control should preferably be adaptive. Relay system
design should satisfy minimum requirements of
having the ability to communicate with the outside
world. The communication links must be secure,
and the possibility of their failure must be allowed
for the design of the adaptive relays. The system
measurements used in the relays must be related to
the parameters that help observe the disturbance
propagation. Such measurements must provide
information about changing system conditions so
that they will be useful in the management of the
disturbance. PMU can explicitly ful fill this
requirement of power system.

Figure 5.1: Over current protection

6 Phase Angle Monitoring
Through PMU monitor real time Phase angle of
different nodes accurately because it is time
synchronized and accurate PAM is too much
important for a power system [4]. PAM enables
access in real time to the accurate phase angle
difference between any pair of buses. PAM allows
prediction of potential problems both locally and
regionally. Basic PAM functionality has already
been implemented with commercial and pilot
software tools, and deployed in practice. Though
very basic, system operators and area coordinators
can be assisted by PAM in a variety of real time
operational situations, such as monitoring angle
separation or rate-of-change of angle separation
between two buses or two parts of a grid to
determine stress on the system. Another critical
application of PAM is during restoration. The phase
angle value across an opened tie line or an opened
circuit breaker would guide an operator in circuit
breaker closing. Closing would take place only if
the phase angle was below a preset threshold. The
information obtained from PMUs can be also
included in the CB interlocking logic. In a novel
method for predicting the rotor angle stability
condition of a large power system based on the use
of the PMU and artificial intelligence is presented.

The power system states like voltage magnitude,
voltage phase angle, current magnitude, current
phase angle, frequency and rate of change of
frequency are provided by PMU. All given states
are real time, time synchronized accurate and error
free because these states are directly measured from
instrument transformers. That is why our protection
system will not go for mal-operation and system
will remain stable. PMU situated at the both ends
(sending and receiving ends) of the transmission
lines and continuously give time synchronized
system states to a remote location.

Figure 6.1 shows the phase angle in degrees of
phase c. These angles are of line 1, line2 and of
generator. The phase angle of all is same and is
calculated by PMU.

Figure 5.1 shows an over current protection when
fault occurs at time equals to 0.5 second then
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This figure shows that these phase angles are shifted
from zero or 120 degree or 120 degree due to
inductive load. Rest of the phase angles are
calculated by the same way. These all values of
phase angles are real and time synchronized taken at
the simultaneous time.

Figure 7.1: Frequency and rate of change of
frequency model

Figure 6.1: Current phase angle measurement

7 Frequencies and Rate of Change of
Frequency Monitoring
Frequency and rate of change of frequency can be
measured through PMU. Change in frequency can
reflect the change in impedance of power system
component. The rate of change of frequency gives
the measure stability.

Figure 7.2:. Frequency measurement

Figure 7.1 shows the model of frequency and rate of
change of frequency measurement block. This
model is integrated in PMU because it is the
requirement of IEEE standard [8]. Result of this
model is shown in figure 7.2 and in figure 7.3.

Figure 7.3: Rate of change of frequency
measurement
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PMUs is critical for achieving a fully observable
system with a sufficient amount of measurement
redundancy.

8 Events Recording
It is very hard to find out the cause of blackout and
determine the root cause of large-scale disturbance.
When recorded data is not real time synchronized,
so PMU is solution to this problem. PMU provides
means for accurate long-term wide-area system
dynamic recordings [10]. The high data rate and
precision that the technology provides also allow for
capturing fast changing system dynamics of the
power system. The measurements taken by a widearea system dynamics recording technology are also
helpful in determining power system characteristics
such as line parameters, thermal limits, load models,
machine performance, and parameters of its
associated control system models. All real time
synchronized data can be record in hard as well as in
soft form [5].

10 Conclusions
The paper addresses the main reasons for execution
of WAMPAC systems. In the first part of the paper,
a typical WAMPAC structural design is presented
with its main building blocks (PMUs). The
structural design depends on unambiguous system
needs, its topology, creation profile, and the quality
of the communication infrastructure. The paper also
provided a general idea of the main WAMPAC
applications and demonstrates some applications
that is, dynamic recording, real time system state
determination, , phase angle and disturbance
propagation monitoring, estimation of load model
parameters, as well as protection and control related
applications. References have been included which
provide thoroughly implementation and lessons
learned. Since future power networks will become
more difficult to guess during both steady-state and
transient conditions, WAMPAC systems will
become an essential addition to every control room.

9 Real Time Linear State Estimation
A true application of PMU technology to state
estimation would have all of the traditional
measurements of real and reactive power injections
and current and voltage magnitudes replaced by bus
voltage Phasor and line current Phasor. If only PMU
measurements are used, there are also no
complications from the use of both polar and
rectangular values in the state estimation process, as
would be done when including PMU measurements
in traditional state estimators [6].
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